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Hundred-million-pixel Histopathology Images on a Large-scale
GPU Cluster
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INTRODUCTION

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have gained lots of attention
lately in the medical image research community [7]. Analysis of digital whole slide image (WSI) is difficult because of its extremely high
spatial resolution, up to billions of pixels. Applying CNN to learn
patterns on such high-resolution images is thus a challenging task.
One of the most prominent constraint is the GPU memory size (up
to 48GB by September 2019), which causes out-of-memory (OOM)
error upon training such huge images. Most of approaches require
an inefficient pre-processing procedure that crop a WSI into tens of
thousands of small patches (normally 256 × 256) and annotate them
for each WSI beforehand. These patch-based methods have yielded
some successful results [2, 3, 8]. With patch-based method, however,
the ground truth for each image patch needs to be given, which is
typically done by free-hand contouring on the whole slide images.
This annotation process is extremely laborious. Furthermore, borders between different tissue classes are often difficult to identify,
leading to inconsistent annotation between pathologists. Lastly, the
high variability of tissue morphology makes it difficult to cover all
possible examples during annotation and to sample representative
patches during training. To deal with these drawbacks, we focus
on solving the memory issue in system level without altering the
typical training procedure. CUDA Unified Memory (UM) virtually
extends the memory capacity by swapping data to system memory
upon out of GPU memory. We apply UM to ensure availability on
training large-image CNNs. However, the low access rate of system memory significantly cuts back the overall performance. Such
inefficiency motivates us to build a large-scale end-to-end training
pipeline for WSIs based on Tensorflow. Our contributions are as
following. (1) Two methods, Group Execution and Prefetch, are proposed to improve the efficiency of memory access. Mixed-precision
training is also applied to reduce memory footprint. Combining
these memory optimizations improves the throughput by 411%. (2)
The training pipeline is deployed on TAIWANIA 2, a multi-GPU,
multi-node supercomputing environment. Through appropriate
latency hiding and resource allocation, it achieves 90.1% scaling
efficiency on 8 nodes, totally 32 GPUs. Overall, the throughput is
improved by 146.28x, shortening the total training time from several
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months (estimated) to 33.1 hours. (3) Our proposed approach, the
whole-image method, achieves comparable slide-level performance
with patch-based method and grad-CAM visualization revealed
strong consistency between two methods.
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WHOLE-IMAGE TRAINING PIPELINE

Memory Optimizations. According to our profiling results, the
performance bottleneck mostly lies on the massive amount of
system-GPU data transfer through PCIe interconnect when using UM for whole-image model training. There are three ways to
circumvent the performance issue, (1) reducing the total amount of
data transfer, (2) increasing the bandwidth between system memory
and GPU and (3) hiding the latency of swapping.
Group Execution is proposed to reduce memory swapping amount.
We observe that most deep learning frameworks tend to run as many
operations in parallel to leverage all computing resource. Since each
operation requires a certain amount of memory space, excessive
parallelism usually needs more space larger than that offered by
GPU. This situation causes thrashing where data are frequently
moved back and forth between GPU and system memory, strongly
increasing the swapping amount. Therefore, Group Execution is
proposed to curb an appropriate amount of parallelism and prevent
thrashing. Neighboring operations are grouped so that their total
size does not exceed the GPU memory size. These groups are forced
to execute serially so that concurrency of operations only occurs
within a group scope.
Group Prefetch is proposed to increase the GPU-system transfer
rate and hide its latency. UM allows GPU programs on-demand
access to data stored in system memory, while the transfer rate
(3.6 GB/s) is not as efficient as that of prefetch API (10.3 GB/s)
which explicitly triggers data copy. Moreover, on-demand access
performs data transfer and computing serially, while with prefetch
API, both operations can process in parallel, which effectively hides
latency. Using prefetch API to actively migrate data to GPU maximizes efficiency on transfer and enables latency hiding. Group
Prefetch prefetches the next group from system memory when the
current one is still being processed. Since groups are restricted in
size, the prefetch depths are limited within a safe region without
causing thrashing. Experiments show Group Prefetch reduces the
on-demand access count from 21942 per batch to 2088 per batch
(90.5% fewer). Both Group Execution and Prefetch mechanisms
are applied automatically through Tensorflow graph parsing and
editing.
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Figure (1) Speedup compared to non-optimized UM by
single-GPU opt. (left) and distributed training (right).
Besides, we also implement mixed precision training [4] that
stores and computes most data in half-precision floating point
numbers (fp16). Fp16 requires half amount of memory space and
thus lessen data swapping. Our experiments show the application
of mixed precision can increase the throughput without affecting
the convergence.
Scalable Training. Synchronized data parallelism provides a
robust way to scale out deep network training. Each worker is
allocated a different set of data, trains on a GPU, and synchronizes the changes on model parameters after every iteration. We
adopt Horovod [6], as a scalable training framework, to enable synchronized data parallelism in our pipeline. Regarding performance,
the efficiency of the pipeline involves optimizing 3 datapaths, (1)
system-GPU transfer, (2) inter-worker communication and (3) training data loading. For (1), besides the techniques introduced in the
previous paragraph, NUMA topology should be awared since intraNUMA transfer is more efficient. We bind memory space in the
same NUMA node with each GPU with to maximize memory access
speed. Inter-worker communication (2) may become a performance
issue in typical regular-size-image model training. However, when
models are trained on higher-resolution images, the size of model
parameters remains static although almost everything, e.g. feature
maps and computation time, scales with the resolution. This fact
makes the inter-worker communication cost, depending on the size
of model parameters, relatively small in our case. Lastly for (3),
we create a thread per worker to deal with training data loading,
overlapping its latency with computation.
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EVALUATION

We deploy whole-image training pipeline on TAIWANIA 2, a multiGPU, multi-node supercomputing environment. Each node is equipped
with 8x Tesla V100 32GB-HBM2 GPUs and 4x Infiniband EDR 100Gb
interconnects. Training data are kept in GPFS clustered filesystem.
The software stack includes OpenMPI 4.0.1, Tensorflow 1.14.1 and
Horovod 0.16.4. Note that we only use 4 GPUs per node, half the
number of total available GPUs. Since our application is bounded
by data swapping via PCIe and 2 GPUs share 1 PCIe switch as its
interconnect topology, the performance of 8 GPUs can achieve only
the same level of speed that 4 GPUs can get. Apart from benchmarks
on training throughput, we evaluated the training performance of
whole-image training pipeline on two WSI datasets: NasoPharyngeal Carcinoma (NPC) with 650 WSIs (287 positive and 363 negative)
and ColoRectal Cancer Lymph Node (CRCLN) with 1,112 WSIs (557
positive and 555 negative). We manually encircled images entire
specimen on WSIs to remove excess background and down-sampled
to 10, 000 × 10, 1000 (the maximal size that cuDNN can support)
from a typical original resolution of 80, 000 × 80, 000. In response
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Figure (2) ROAUC comparison between whole-image sizes
(left) and training dataset sizes (right).
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Figure (3) Comparison of whole-image and two-stages
methods. (A)(C) Prediction maps of two-stage method. (D)(E)
CAMs of the whole-image model.

to the dramatic change of input size, we modified ResNet-50 v2 [1]
and replaced batch normalization with group normalization [9] to
prevent enormous synchronization overhead. The batch size is set
to the number of workers where each worker handle one training
sample at a time.
First we conduct throughput benchmark. Fig 1 shows the speedup
after optimizations. For single-GPU system, our training pipeline
can achieve 411% speedup w.r.t. the original unified memory training. With 8 computing nodes, totally 32 GPUs, the performance
scales up to 147.28x. This shortens the period of 800-slide training
task from several months (estimated) to 33.1 hours.
Regarding the results of classification, here we present the slide
level results on both NPC and CRCLN dataset. We assessed the
model’s performance on its ability to differentiate between cancer
and benign at the slide level with Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUROC). For slides having non-exhaustive
detail annotations in NPC, we compared the performance of wholeimage method to a two-stage method [2, 3], which relies on detail
labeled for small patch (256 × 256) classification. As shown in Fig 2,
our results showed that the AUC with 10, 00 × 10, 000 input size
is clearly better than other further downsized inputs and on par
with slide-level performance of the prevalent two-stage method.
Similarly, the whole-image approach achieved an outstanding performance (0.994 AUC) in CRCLN, which suggested that our method
can apply to various WSIs classification tasks with only slide-level
labels. Comparing the performance over different training set size,
it shows a consistent improvement when increasing data size and
has potentials of improvement even when over 1k data. (Fig 2).
Beyond the performance, we applied gradient class activation
map (grad-CAM) [5] to visualize critical regions for model predictions. As shown in Fig 3, we found that in many cases, regions that
are important for the whole-image method are highly correlated
with the predictions of a two-stages methods. The result shows
the model is able to learn cancerous patterns without given manual annotations. In summary, we believe the improvements in the
methods we proposed is an important step toward realization of
scalable digital pathology AI development.
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